T wo weeks in Africa: fishing, hunting, snorkelling, fresh papaya, and daily barbecues. Oh, and visits to all my relatives. The flight out to the continent of my birth started well enough. Snack, nap, snack, nap. But I awoke several hours into the flight to find three members of the cabin crew huddling around the passenger in front of me. When I heard one of them say, "It might be a good idea to bring some oxygen," I found myself rousing from my slumber, inexorably and possibly quite against my will. I heard myself whisper, with some trepidation, "I'm a doctor, can I be of any help?" The relief on their faces was immediately evident.
An elderly man had had chest pain for some 20 minutes. I thought it strange that no announcement had been made asking whether a doctor was on board. Neither I nor the crew spoke the man's language. With a series of hand gestures the man communicated that he had a crushing chest pain. He was sweating and breathing rapidly. I tilted his seat back as far as I could and called for the oxygen. I asked what drugs and medical equipment were available: one stethoscope, a sphygmomanometer, chewable antacid tablets, paracetamol, glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) spray. No aspirin.
I put the oxygen on at full strength from the portable tank. The chest pain continued. Antacid didn't relieve it; GTN spray eased it; his blood pressure and pulse were within normal limits. Ten minutes passed and the pain returned-GTN again.
After an hour I was still standing in the aisle, with the chief steward holding the oxygen tank. With 10 minutes to go before landing he apologetically told me that he had to go and sit down (airline regulations). He promptly thrust the oxygen tank into my arms and left-it was every man for himself. I had earlier asked for the pilot to radio ahead and inform the ground staff to have an ambulance ready to transfer the passenger to a hospital, as he may have been having a heart attack.
We landed. The crew did not announce that an ill patient was on board who needed priority evacuation from the plane; thus, inevitably, 300 people got up to disembark at the same time. Fifteen minutes later, after everyone had finally trudged off the plane, I was politely informed that no ambulance was available and that a porter with a wheelchair would arrive shortly. The passenger would have his move through immigration expedited but would have to arrange his own transport to hospital. This is where I gave up the proverbial ghost. I watched him being wheeled away and said a little prayer for him.
What I experienced can only be described as a catalogue of failures by a reputable airline. It prompted me to look up the latest (2004) International Air Transport Association guidelines on in-flight medical emergencies and to consider how doctors should act in such circumstances. A recurring theme in much of the literature on the subject is to uphold the Good Samaritan principle and help where possible (Emergency Medicine Australasia 2007; 19:1-8) . The medicolegal liability risk is extremely small, we are assured.
With the advent of telemedicine and the availability of automated external defibrillators (AEDs), passenger safety protocols should be upgraded and optimised on all major airlines.
No reason exists now why a suitably trained doctor on the ground cannot at least communicate basic life support management to aircraft crew or even advise the captain to request an emergency landing.
IATA guidelines say: "The airport operator has direct responsibility to ensure emergency services are provided or have unimpeded access. The airline medical department may elect to provide basic accident and emergency services for staff and passengers particularly if remote from hospital care." However, in places where airport emergency services cannot routinely be provided the onus should be on the airline to at least ensure that an emergency ambulatory service is provided on the ground for anyone who needs it as a result of an acute event during the flight.
Although cost implications are an issue for airlines around the world, a proactive policy rather that a reactive one seems the sensible option in countries that can afford the additional cost. The United States, for example, has mandated AEDs on all airlines since 2004. Airlines that carry AEDs on their aircraft should ensure that they have clear policies with respect to maintenance, quality, and training standards. Aeroplane medical kits are another area of concern. Airlines are currently advised to audit in-flight medical incidents to determine which types of medical events are most common. What may help is to have basic minimal standards for medical kits on all planes on all routes and then to encourage the use of audit to improve the kits and individualise them.
As a gesture of goodwill the airlines could, perhaps, start by providing more leg space and stockings for everyone, which might at least allay passengers' concerns about that old favourite of the media, deep vein thrombosis among the economy class on long haul flights. People nowadays want the right brands, but it's nice not to have to pay too much for them. And if the overdraft will not stretch to those must-have clothes or gadgets, then maybe decent replicas will do. After all, it's the look and the labels that will impress other people, and if these can be had for a rock bottom price, what is wrong with that? Almost everything, concludes The Fake Trade, a two part documentary about global counterfeiting, including, worryingly, fake drugs. The view that counterfeiting is a crime without victims breaks down in the case of healthcare products. The dangers inherent in fake treatments make a nonsense of any notion of cosy collusion between a knowing consumer and a helpful supplier.
The documentary offered grim data on the counterfeiting of drugs. Mention was made of research indicating that 10% of drugs in Russia were fake. We also heard that, at the end of the 20th century, an estimated 40% of drugs in the city of Lagos, Nigeria, were counterfeit. It's hardly surprising, therefore, that the World Health Organization estimates that each year a million Africans die from malaria, mainly as a result of fake antimalarials.
The documentary struck gold in its choice of interviewees about such issues. There was, for instance, the former president of the Nigerian Medical Association, who had developed extremely high blood pressure, became comatose, and was hospitalised for three months, through unwittingly taking fakes of his usual treatment. He commended the work of Nigeria's National Agency for Food, Drug Administration and Control in tackling counterfeiters but added that its efforts were a drop in the ocean, given the scale of the problem.
Such pessimism was echoed even by the agency's highly impressive director general. Her brave leadership has seen seizures of fake drugs worth some $350m (£175m; €230m) since 2001. Yet, commenting on the damage done by fake drugs, she doubted whether "there is any Nigerian family that has no story to tell." This included her own-her sister having died as the result of receiving counterfeit insulin.
We shouldn't assume we're safe in Britain. As an expert on anti-counterfeiting pointed out, each of the few identifications of fake drugs in pharmacies here (nine incidents in the past four years) is likely to signal a huge importation (closer to 900 000 than nine incidents, in his view). This testimony was particularly unsettling given his oncamera demonstration of how the best fakes could elude the sharpest of regulatory eyes.
Drugs are just one of many groups of counterfeited goods, and the two programmes took care to explain why and how faking has thrived. Ironically, manufacturers of big brands have been unsuspecting promoters of the networks that so profitably mimic their products. The key to understanding this is the way that manufacturers embraced outsourcing of operations, in particular to east Asia. The first part of The Fake Trade described how China was a dream destination for outsourcers. Its abundant, comparatively cheap, and increasingly skilled workforce, together with its drive to self improvement, made moving there an inevitable step for many companies trying to establish or maintain commercial competitiveness.
However, outsourcing has had malign consequences for the companies and brands concerned. China has a long tradition of producing copies of items of Western origin to sell to the tourist market. The same creative and entrepreneurial energy, coupled with direct access to the designs for branded goods, has also spawned parallel development of businesses that produce and distribute convincing fakes on an industrial scale.
The masterminds of international counterfeiting have proved hard to pin down but nevertheless run extensive syndicates as sophisticated and well organised as the companies they rip off. Some also practise a grisly form of reverse outsourcing. This involves avoiding the hassles inherent in exporting their fake products. Instead, they traffic illegal immigrants to set up counterfeiting operations in other countries. These people then have to make enough money to pay back those who smuggled them. And, naturally, the foot soldiers are the ones who are likely to get caught, not the powerful bosses.
Anyone tempted just to blame China for all this (rather than more complex inter-relationships between consumers, brand producers, and the fakers) would do well to note how that country suffers too: its government has attributed 190 000 deaths directly to counterfeit drugs.
The Fake Trade has opened up a secret but horribly successful industry. One anti-counterfeiting investigator interviewed called the faking business "the dark side of globalisation." That's far too cheerful a description. When I was a new partner I sat playing Doom and listening to the new Oasis album, Definitely Maybe. Although I looked the part-jacket, tie, chinos-and had a clutch of certificates the patients gave me a body swerve, preferring to see the old timers, happy to wait weeks for an appointment with their favourite general practitioner. When the older partners were running behind I offered to help out, but the patients usually said, "I want to see my doctor."
General practitioners are increasingly worried by the risk of their practice being privatised and swallowed up by big fat international medical conglomerates. A pilot practice in a Manchester supermarket has begun (BMJ 2008; 336:524) , with more planned, and we can expect the building of polyclinics. Will the traditional, small, local family practice be subsumed into McDonald's-style medical franchises? Of course, we have had "new models" of primary care many times before-walk-in clinics and the rest. But medicine isn't a commodity to be bought or sold. It can't be wrapped in plastic, weighed, or processed into a tasty convenient ready meal. It is awkward, difficult to handle, and messy-impossible to bar code.
Most UK general practitioners are local graduates with local knowledge. We stay in the same practice for the long haul, ensnared by family and mortgages. Patients understand this and appreciate the commitment, honesty, and sense of duty. So we establish local reputations (good or bad) and, importantly, are held directly and locally accountable. The bottom line is trust. No other organisations-especially those motivated by short term profit-can provide our style of care.
Surely the government realises it could lose a great deal by destabilising and fragmenting primary care. So, what is its motivation? Perhaps the government is angry, thinking it has been duped over the financial costs of the general practitioners' contract. Or perhaps it has been foolishly seduced by the idea that private companies are easier to control and more efficient. Well, let the pilot schemes run and a couple of the silly polyclinics be built, for patients will return to doctors they know and trust, and traditional general practice will prevail. In medicine the only care worth having is the care that can't be bought.
Des Spence is a general practitioner, Glasgow destwo@yahoo.co.uk
Have they? Haven't they? Today gossip magazines fill column inches pondering which celebrities have had a nose job. Two centuries ago there was no such doubt but just as much fascination when news of a remarkable nose reconstruction reached Europe from India.
The desire for a perfect nose has long been associated with the seedier side of life. Whereas victims of excess-whether cocaine, wealth, or vanity-now pay fortunes to augment the central feature of their faces, in the past noses were commonly lost in duels and street brawls and from the effects of tertiary syphilis. In certain cultures noses were even amputated as punishment for adultery.
Yet although rhinoplasty is now one of the most popular forms of plastic surgery, previously there was little hope for most people so spectacularly disfigured. Nose reconstructions were performed in 15th century Italy and popularised in the next century by Gaspare Tagliacozzi (1545-99) . But the Italian method, which entailed a skin graft from the upper arm, had obvious disadvantages: few patients relished having their arm bound to their head for upwards of 40 days.
Western surgeons were therefore astonished in 1794 when news came from India of a nose reconstruction that used a vastly superior technique. Published in the Gentleman's Magazine in London, a letter from a certain "B L" described details conveyed from a friend in India of a "curious, and, in Europe, I believe, unknown chirurgical operation, which has long been practised in India with success; namely, affixing a new nose to a man's face."
Also published in India and London as a single page copperplate engraving, the account included three diagrams depicting the procedure, along with a portrait of a handsome Indian man with doleful eyes, a curling moustache, and a neat, elegant nose. The account explained that the man had been a bullock driver with the British army when he had been taken captive and had his nose and a hand cut off. After enduring this mutilation for a year he had applied to a fellow Maratha of the caste of brick makers or potters, who fashioned a new nose.
After making a wax template of the desired nose, the anonymous surgeon had cut the required shape from the patient's forehead then twisted and brought down the skin flap, leaving a thin strip in place for circulation. The skin had been grafted into place and covered in bandages, which were later removed to reveal a near perfect nose.
The technique is thought to have been passed down through generations of certain families since as long ago as 600 bc. Copied by English surgeon Joseph Constantine Carpue in 1814, the method spread throughout Europe and America, provoking widespread admiration. For as the Gentleman's Magazine noted with awe, the "artificial nose is secure and looks nearly as well as a natural one"-which is more than might be said about certain celebrities today. , 1795) . Who, indeed, could resist an essay entitled "On the imprudence of urging incorrigible dunces to a learned profession," although it made me slightly uncomfortable to read it. Was I merely one of what the Reverend Knox called the "mediocrists," that is to say one whose "understandings are not bright and shining," or one of the true dunces, who "ought to be passed over with tacit connivance, or the gentlest reproof, ridiculous as their blunders appear"?
There is much of medical interest in the Lucubrations, including a letter received by the Reverend Knox from a man calling himself "an ethico-chirurgical operator" on the subject of "moral phlebotomy, a mode of discipline among the Romans." The ancient Romans, he said, practised phlebotomy on delinquents in the army, on the grounds that all who misbehaved were ill. Most of the serious human failings, the author of the letter maintained, were caused by a surfeit of blood, which led him to conclude that "all poets, religious enthusiasts, balloonists, lottery adventurers, ambitious statesmen, and choleric orators in the British or Irish parliament, may . . . receive great benefit from the phlebotomizing system of morality." If he had been living today, the author, I think, would have added senior staff at the Department of Health as suitable subjects for phlebotomy.
One of Knox's lucubrations was "on the rashness of young and adventurous writers in medicine." Here we learn that things have not changed quite as much in the intervening couple of centuries as we might have supposed. "Whoever takes a retrospective view of medicines," says Knox, "which a few years ago were highly extolled, and generally used, will find many of them at present in total disrepute." This is because "if poison can be administered, in any form, without certain and immediate death, it is soon advanced to the rank of a panacea."
What drug do you think of when you read the following? "Many fall victims [to the new drug] before the full discovery of its ill effects, or the danger of relying upon it because of its inutility, in extreme or difficult cases."
As for the pitfalls of the internet to the sick person, they are nothing new: "In these times, every man and woman reads a book, in which they think themselves interested; and the sanguine pamphlet of a young physician, who is able to dress his fancies in a language tolerably agreeable and perspicuous, falls into the hands of those, who are totally ignorant of medicine, both practical and theoretic, and who, imagining their own case to be exactly described in the book, take the medicine . . . Constitutions are thus ruined by those who speciously pretend to have discovered their preservative."
Every man, says Knox, attempts everything for himself, guided only by books; and "the professor is called at the last, and finds much more employment, than if his assistance had been sought before the bungling efforts of ignorance had rashly interposed." At last I understand why so many of my patients failed to improve. 
MEDicAl clASSicS
The Unmasking of Medicine
By Ian Kennedy Published 1981
In 1980 the medicolegal expert Ian Kennedy presented the BBC Reith lectures, the basis for this book. His aim was to "ask some questions about the way medicine is thought of and practised and to offer some ways of responding to what I perceive are problems."
The Unmasking of Medicine covers a range of topics that were, and still are, important to the practice of medicine in the United Kingdom. Kennedy describes a situation where modern medicine had reached its pre-eminent position in society as a result of scientific advances leading to more accurate diagnoses and better treatments. But this success also had negative consequences, such as spending that was biased towards expensive, high tech hospital treatments and unrealistic expectations of medicine to cure. Furthermore, the scientific model of medicine seemed to be intruding into other areas, encompassing what were essentially societal problems that required nonmedical solutions.
One important area that Kennedy covers is medical decision making. Most of the decisions made by doctors are ethical or moral rather than clinical, Kennedy points out, but doctors lack the necessary training for such decision making and sometimes assume incorrectly that they operate in a different ethical framework from the rest of society.
He also explores the uncertainty involved in defining illness, particularly mental illness, and the difficult consequences this has for individuals and society. Another topic is the problems concerning diagnosis of brain death, and he argues for a greater role of the patient as consumer in overseeing medical practice. Kennedy cites a wide range of medical and nonmedical sources. His arguments are well researched and logically argued, although they seem stronger when he is in his home territory of medicolegal matters rather than in areas where he has less background knowledge, such as when he tries to suggest a new framework for classifying mental illness.
The book puts forward some controversial propositions-medicine "does not best serve the needs of society"; the NHS "has failed us"-and it does raise more questions than it answers. Where Kennedy proposes solutions, such as a greater emphasis on preventive medicine, the arguments seem sketchy. However, this is in keeping with his stated aim to stimulate debate rather than to provide all the answers.
The Unmasking of Medicine gives an insight into the thinking of someone who, through his medicolegal work, has made a major contribution to the way medicine is seen in society. Although the book is some years old now, its arguments continue to provoke and remain pertinent, making it an important read for anyone interested in the direction that medicine as a whole is taking. James Curran, GP locum, Glasgow jdcur@dircon.co.uk Kennedy: controversial
